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A numerical method is proposed and analyzed for approximately solving a class 
of exterior interface problems in three dimensions. The solution satisfies the 
Helmholtz equation near infinity as well as an outgoing or incoming radiation 
condition. The interface conditions involve jumps in both the function and the 
normal derivative of the function across a two-dimensional surface K The former 
condition is an essential interface condition and is treated using Lagrange 
multipliers. The unboundedness of the exterior domain is treated by introducing an 
artificial sphere f, of sufficiently large radius R and an approximate local radiation 
boundary condition on this sphere. A variational formulation is obtained for this 
approximate problem that takes into account the approximate boundary condition 
on r, as well as the natural interface condition (i.e., the jump in the normal 
derivative on f). The resulting variational problem is discretized using the finite 
element method. It is proved that the discretization error is optimal in the sense of 
the approximation properties of the finite element subspaces. The discrete Lagrange 
multiplier formulation is generalized to take into account various perturbations of 
the method that often occur in its implementation. The error due to the perturbation 
is analyzed. It is also proved that the error due to the artificial boundary and 
approximate boundary condition is of order O(R ‘) for large R. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is the purpose of this paper to formulate and analyze a variational 
method for approximating the solution of exterior interface problems of the 
type occurring in acoustic and electromagnetic wave propagation. We shall 
consider a model problem in R3 (three-dimensional Euclidean space). 
Let Q denote a bounded domain in R' with smooth boundary 32 and 
denote the complement of fin= R U X2 by 0’. Let 0, denote the subset of 
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LY bounded by LK2 and r, where r is also smooth. Define G, = Sz” - fin, and 
consider the problem 
(-A - 9)u = f I 
(-A - K’)u = f* 
in a,. (l.la) 
in 52?, (l.lb) 
au 
an’ 
0 
pu+-u--g 
on an, 
on I-, 
(l.lc) 
(l.ld) 
p’p+ g’ on r, (l.le) 
and 
a44 I+(r-‘-iK)u(x)=o(Y ‘) as r=Ix++ co. (l.lf) 
where U+(X) and U-(X) denote the limit of u(x’) as x’ --$ x from LJ, and R, , 
respectively, in (l.ld) and (l.le), a/an denotes the normal from LX2 pointing 
into Q in (1.1~) and nt denotes the normal from r pointing into 0, in 
(1. le). We also assume that p, p’, and K are positive constants, q, f, , fi, g, 
and g’ are smooth complex-valued functions and that Im q(x) > a > 0 in 0, 
and f, has bounded support in Q,. 
In order to treat the unboundedness of the domain a,, we shall approx- 
imate problem (1.1) by introducing a sphere r, of sufficiently large radius R, 
as well as an approximate outgoing radiation boundary condition on this 
sphere. Denote the region bounded by r and r, by 52’: and replace problem 
(1.1) by 
(-A-q)zP=f, in Q,, (1.2a) 
(-A -K*) uR = f, in r;Zq, (1.2b) 
and 
au, o -= 
an on 3R, 
pu; -u:=g on r,, (1.2d) 
(1.2e) 
g+(R-‘-i~)2=0 on r,. 
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Note that problem (1.2) differs from (1.1) in that Q, is replaced by 0; and 
the outgoing radiation condition (1. lf) is replaced by the approximate 
boundary condition (1.2f). It is proved in Section 2 (Theorem 2.3) that the 
error u - uR is of order O(R -‘) as R increases using the method employed 
in [8]. Since boundary condition (1.2f) is local, it is considerably easier to 
implement than alternative nonlocal boundary conditions (usually expressed 
in terms of integral operators). See [9] for a discussion of various numerical 
methods for approximately solving the Helmholtz equation in unbounded 
domains. 
Problem (1.2) is formulated as a variational problem in Section 2. The 
interface condition (1.2e) is a natural interface condition and hence may be 
taken into account by the variational formulation. However, (1.2d) is an 
essential interface condition and hence must be explicitly satisfied by the 
trial and test functions. Since it is usually difficult or impossible to construct 
such functions, we shall formulate a version of the Lagrange multiplier 
method to overcome this difficulty. We then discretize the resulting 
variational problem using the finite element method and estimate the 
discretization error arising from this procedure. 
The numerical solution of exterior interface problems of the type 
considered here have recently been investigated in 12, 13, 141, where physical 
applications of the mathematical models were briefly discussed. The behavior 
of the solution near infinity was incorporated in a nonlocal boundary 
condition in [ 2, 13, 141. The present work also differs in the treatment of the 
interface conditions. 
The Lagrange multiplier method was analyzed in [ 1, 3, 71 in connection 
with the Dirichlet boundary condition on a bounded domain. The Lagrange 
multiplier method was proposed in [4] to treat the interface conditions as 
well as the boundary condition near infinity in connection with a problem in 
magnetostatics. In ] 1, 3, 4, 7 ], the boundary value problems were self-adjoint 
and positive definite. The arguments of this paper pertaining to the analysis 
of the Lagrange multiplier method are based on those in 17 ], with 
appropriate modifications to treat technical difficulties due to the interface 
conditions and the non-selfadjointness and indefiniteness of the boundary 
value problem. Furthermore the Lagrange multiplier method is generalized 
here so as to include some perturbations of the method that often occur in its 
implementation. 
We now outline the remainder of the paper. In Section 2 we introduce our 
notation and obtain a variational formulation of problem (1.2). We also 
establish some properties of the solutions of problems (1.1) and (1.2) that 
will be useful later. The most important result of Section 2 is Theorem 2.3. 
The Lagrange multiplier method is described in Section 3. In Section 4 the 
finite element spaces are introduced and the finite element method is applied 
to approximately solve the variational problem of Section 3. The error 
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estimates arising from this discretization are presented in Section 5 (see 
Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1). Section 5 also contains some remarks 
concerning the extension of these results. The proof of Theorem 5.1 is given 
in the Appendix. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We begin by introducing some notation. Consider complex-valued 
functions defined in R3. (We shall obtain our results in R” although they 
carry over to R2 in a straightforward manner). An arbitrary point in R3 will 
be denoted by x = (x,, x2, x3) in Cartesian coordinates. We shall also 
employ spherical polar coordinates, (r, w, r3), defined by x, = Y sin 0 cos cc), 
x2 = r sin 8 sin w, and x3 = r cos 0. 
We shall employ the usual notation for Sobolev spaces. Suppose that M is 
a nonnegative integer, p E [ 1, co 1, B is a subset of R3 and U(X) is a complex- 
valued function defined on B. Set 
and 
Here u = (a,, cz2, a3) with each integer (T,~ > 0, /a/ = C,; ~, ai and D”P 
denotes the weak derivative of v. Thus I ]rc.,,(nj defines a seminorm, whereas 
II Iltvp defines a norm. The Sobolev space; are defines via 
W;(B) = {v: I/ vI[~;,~, < co} 
and the special case p = 2 is denoted by H”(B) = WY(B). Hence L’(B) = 
Ho(B) = e(B). If B is unbounded we define the spaces H&(B) as follows: 
H&(B) = (v: v E H”(B’) for each bounded subset B’ c B} We shall say 
that v, --$ v in H&(B) if I/v’, - v ]l,,,,(H ,) + 0 for each bounded subset B’ c B. 
For nonintegral s > 0, we may define H”(B) and /I ]]H,(Hj in the sense of 
interpolation theory (see, e.g., [ 121). We may also define the space H”(4) 
and norm II Ilmt, fors>Oasin [12], where A denotes a sufficiently smooth 
subset of i?B (the boundary of B). We denote the completion of C?(B) under 
the I-Km-n II IIm9~ by $(B). Furthermore, denote by ( , )I, the L2(B) inner 
product and by ( , ),, the L’(A) inner product. We define H-‘(B) using the 
dual norm given by 
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We next consider the model problem (1.1) and approximate model 
problem (1.2) defined in the Introduction. For simplicity we assume that the 
data f, , fi, g, and g’ and the boundary surfaces LX2 and I- are all C”, 
although it may be readily seen that our results and arguments hold under 
less stringent assumptions. Furthermore, we assume in (1.2) that the radius 
R is sufficiently large that r, encloses R U 0, and the support of fi 
(supp(f,)). We observe that the model problem (1.1) may be extended in 
various directions without essentially modifying the results of this paper. For 
example, we may replace the outgoing radiation condition (l.lf) by the 
incoming condition (i.e., -iK is replaced by iK) provided Im q(x) < a’ < 0 in 
0,. Furthermore, the coefficients and boundary conditions in (l.la)-( 1. lc) 
and the interface conditions (1. Id) and (1. le) may be generalized provided 
the homogeneous Helmholtz equation still holds near infinity. We also note 
that the case K = 0 and Im q(x) # 0 or q(x) < 0 may be treated similarly. In 
the latter case, many of our technical arguments may be simplified since the 
resulting problem is self-adjoint and positive definite. 
We shall next give a weak or variational formulation of problem (1.2). To 
this end, we define a Hilbert space Hi consisting of pairs of complex-valued 
functions as follows: 
H; = {(u,, II*): u, E H’(Q,), u2 E H’(SZ;R) and u, =/3t’> on T}. (2.1) 
The norm )I v 11”; of any element 1: = (v, , u,) E Hf is defined by 
II~ll:,;= ll4/w,, + II~2ll;Nq. 
Note that we shall aIso denote by the same letter u the function in L’(L),) 
given by u = U, in Q, and u = v2 in Q!, where Q, = Q, U 0;. We shall also 
define the following two bilinear forms: 
a,(u,, w,)=i’ (Vu,. Vk, -qu,W,)dx 
QI 
for each U, E H’(Q,) and w, E H’(L),), P-2) 
and 
%(UZ? %I= ! .V~,-K2u*~*)~x+(R~‘-iK)~ u,W,ds(2.3) ‘N 
for each u2 E H’(@) and w2 E H’(RT), where ds denotes arc length along 
the surface I’,. 
It is well known (see, e.g., [ 121) that any function g E H”*(T) may be 
extended to a function G E H’(f2,) such that G = g on I- and /I G]IH,cr21) <
c II dwcr,. (Note that throughout this paper we shall often use the same 
letter C to denote different constants when there is no danger of confusion). 
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Now suppose that ux satisfies (1.2) and ux E H*(R,) n H’(C?r). Set 
u{ = uR 1 Q,, u2 = uR / Q: and U, = U; + G. It is readily seen using (1.2), 
(2.1 t(2.3). and integration by parts that u = (u,, u,) E Hi and 
a,(u,. u,) +fi”%(U*r c.*) 
= U,, c’d<>, + a,(G, vi) - (g’. o,>,. +P”(fi. c,>,,y 
= F,(u,) + F*(Q) = F(u) for each c = (t’, , u?) E Hg, (2.4) 
where p” =/ID’. Equations (2.4) constitute our variational formulation of 
problem (1.2). It is readily seen that the linear functional F defined by the 
- right-hand side of (2.4) satisfies 
IF(u)I G C’(ll~,ll/,l,,,,, + lIL’?lI/,wq) Gc ll~lln:,. (2.5) 
In proving (2.9, we make use of the following trace inequality (see, e.g., 
1121): 
II c, l/f,1 :(I-) < c II c’, /l,,l(~~,,. 
Note that the essential interface condition (1.2d) is taken into account in the 
definition of the “energy space” Hz. On the other hand, the natural interface 
condition (1.2e) and natural boundary conditions (1.2~) and (1.2f) are 
completely accounted for by means of the variational equations (2.4). 
We next establish the well-posedness of variational problem (2.4). Let Hi’ 
denote the dual of our Hilbert space Hi. We define linear operators A and 
A * mapping H,” into Hf* as follows. Suppose u = (u,, uz) E Hi and 
w = (w, , MI*) E Hi and define 
(Au, w) E u,(L’,, w,) + P”az(u*, WJ. (2.6) 
It follows easily from (2.2), (2.3), the Schwartz inequality, and the trace 
inequality that 
Hence A z’ E H”’ and R 
ll‘w,~~~ClI~IIf,~ for each v in H”, . 
Similarly, we define A *U by the equation 
(A *u, w) = (Aw, u) (2.8) 
and deduce 
11‘4 *uIlHl-,. < c II u IIf,; for each u in Hi. 
(2.7) 
(2.9) 
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THEOREM 2.1. The operators A and A* are bounded one-one mappings 
from Hf onto Hi‘. Furthermore, there exists a constant C independent of v 
in Hi such that 
and 
It follows readily from Theorem 2.1, the trace inequality and the 
generalized Schwarz inequality that (2.4) is uniquely solvable in Hg provided 
4 E H-‘(Qj), j= 1,2, g E H”‘(T) and g’ E H-‘/‘(T). Hence the well- 
posedness of (2.4) follows from Theorem 2.1. In order to prove Theorem 2.1, 
we begin with 
LEMMA 2.1. A and A * are bounded one-one mappings from Hi into 
H;‘. 
ProoJ It suffices to consider A since the proof is the same for A*. The 
boundedness of A follows from (2.7). Now suppose there exists a v E Hi 
such that Av = 0 in Ht’. Combine (2.2), (2.3), and (2.6) (with t-v = v) and 
equate imaginary parts. Hence 
-1 ImqIv,/‘dx-b”K# Jv,l*ds=O. 
” 0 ’ . I, 
SinceImq>Oin~,,,~“>0,andK>O,wehavec,=Oin~,,~~~=v,=O 
on r, and v,=O on r,. Hence v2 is a weak solution of the following 
boundary value problem: (-d - K’)vz = 0 in @, v2 = 0 on r and 
au,/& = -(R -’ - iK)v, = 0 on r,. This implies that v2 = 0 in 0:. so that 
v = (v,, v2) = 0. Hence A is one-one. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a constant C independent of v such that 
ll~ll~:, < C IIAvll,,; 
and 
IlvlI,,~ G C IIA *vIlu’~ 
Proof Again it suffices to prove the lemma only for A. First we prove 
the following inequality: 
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where C is independent of u = (u,, uz) in Hf. Suppose first that p” E (0, 1 J 
and observe that 
=I’ (~v~‘,J*-q~u,~~)dx+j~j’ (IVv,\*-K*ju#)dx 
. I2 , . q 
+P”(R-’ - iK) 4 
rl7 
lu$ds+j’ (q+ l)lu,12~x 
. I2 , 
+ (1 +)( (Vu,]* dx + @“K* + I)/ /u212 dx 
c2; q 
-@“(R-I - iK)$ lu212 ds. (2.11) 
It follows from Lion’s lemma [ 1, Sect. 5.3 11, that for arbitrary e > 0, we 
have 
J; TH 17~21~ ds < E IMl&n;, + C(E) lI2’2lltqn9~ 
Choose E > 0 sufficiently small and combine the last estimate with (2.2) 
W), (2.61, (2.111, and the Schwarz inequality to deduce 
II 4l;$ CN4 u>l + II u,lIt2m,) + II u IlLcq,) 
< c lI~llH~lI~4l”~~ + II4qR,~ + II~*lILq~J* 
We have thus proved (2.10) if j?” E (0, 1 ]. If ,Y’ > 1, we observe using (2.2), 
(2.3), and (2.6) that 
~“I~u~~~~=(~u,u)+(P”- 1)jf2 IVu,l*dx+P”(K*+ 1)j-jRI~212dx 
I * 
+“(R-UK)+ IL’I/2d~+(q+P”)j~,~~,12dx. 
rn 
Using the Schwartz inequality and Lion’s lemma as before, we again see that 
(2.10) holds. 
To complete the proof of Lemma 2.2, let us assume there is a sequence 
{u”} such that 
u” = (u;, u;) E Hi and 1 = II u” Ilrr,L > n Mu” IlH”R.. (2.12) 
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It follows from (2.12) that there is a subsequence (which for simplicity we 
again denote by (v”}) and an element v = (u,, tlz) in Hi satisfying 
vn - v in Hi, (2.13a) 
v; + v, in L’(0,) and up + v* in L*(Rt), (2.13b) 
v; + v* in L*(T,), (2.13c) 
and 
AU”*0 in Hi* (2.13d) 
as n -+ co, where - denotes weak convergence in Hi. Hence it follows that 
for each w = (w, , w2) in Hi, we have 
(Au”, w) - 0 as n-co. (2.14) 
Combining (2.2), (2.3), and (2.6) with (2.13) and (2.14), we see that 
(Au, w) = lim (AU”, w) = 0 for each w in Hi. (2.15) 
n+az 
Since A is one-one by Lemma 2.1, we conclude that v = 0 in Hz. Hence we 
may combine (2.10) with (2.13b) and (2.13d) to see that )/v” /I,,:, + 0 as 
II -+ 0~). This contradicts (2.12) and the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Again we need only consider the operator A since 
the proof is the same for A*. It follows easily from Lemma 2.2 that the range 
of A, denoted by R(A), is closed in Hf’. In order to see that R(A) = Hi’, let 
us assume this is not true. Then there exists a z in Hf* such that z # 0 and 
(Au, z) = 0 for each u in H,. ’ It now follows from the definition of A* (see 
(2.8)) that (A*z, u) = 0 for each u in Ht. Since A * is one-one by 
Lemma 2.1, we see that z = 0. This contradiction implies that R(A) = HE’ 
and the theorem is proven. Q.E.D. 
We next consider the well-posedness of the exterior interface problem 
(1.1). This may be established using the theory of integral operators as in 
[ 13, 141 or pseudodifferential operators as in [2]. We shall briefly describe 
an alternative approach based on the limiting absorption principle (see 
[ 6, lo]) and the arguments employed in the proof of Theorem 2.1. We first 
consider the following problem (with arbitrary E > 0): 
(-A - q)u”=f, inn,, 
(-A -K* - k)uE= f, in 0,, 
(2.16a) 
(2.16b) 
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ad 
-= 
an 
0 on af2, 
/Ill: -u” = g on I-, 
p~?&-!$ g’ on r, 
(2.16~) 
(2.16d) 
(2.16e) 
and 
UE E H2(R I) f-l H2(R2). (2.16f) 
Set u~‘=~‘lQ,, u;=u’\R~, and uf=ui’+G, where uE satisfies (2.16) 
and G is defined as before. It may be easily seen using integration by parts 
that U, 3 (u:, u:) satisfies the following variational problem: 
a,@:, ~1) +P”4(u;, +I= U-i, do, + a,(G, v,) - (8, u,>r (2.17) 
+ P”(f2 3 UZ)R* for each u = (u,, 0,) in H”, 
where 
HE = (u = (v,, u2): U, E H’(B,), v2 E H’(L),) and L’, =/Iv, on r), 
u,(~) is defined by (2.2) and ai(u2, w2) = jo,(Vv, . V& - (K2 + is) 
v2w2) dx for each v2 in H’(l2,) and w2 in H’(R,). Furthermore, it may be 
seen using the fundamental solution for the Helmholtz operator and 
integration by parts that 
where 1x1 > r = 1 yJ and Tr denotes the surface of a sphere of radius r 
containing 0, U supp(f,). Employing (2. IS), the trace inequality and elliptic 
regularity theory, we may deduce 
I44 G Ce- E’x”2 II uzElIH~cn2J 
for 1x1 sufficiently large. 
(2.19) 
Proceeding as before, we may define bounded mappings A ’ and A ‘* from 
HE into HE* by means of the equations 
(A% w> = a,(u,, WI> +P”a;(vz, w2) 
and 
(AC*& w) = (AEW, v) for each u = (u, , u2) in H” and w = (w, , WJ in H”. 
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Employing (2.19) and the argument used to prove Theorem 2.1, we may 
obtain an analogue of Theorem 2.1 with I-I: replaced by H” and a,( , ) 
replaced by a;( , ). Hence there exists a unique weak solution of problem 
(2.16) for E > 0 and similarly for E < 0 with q replaced by 4. The limiting 
absorption principle may now be stated as follows. 
THEOREM 2.2 (Limiting Absorption Principle). There exist functions 
u: E H’(B,) and u: E H,‘oc(J2n?) such that u:+ u: in H’(i2,) and u;-, u: in 
H:,,(fiJ as E 1 0, where u, = (u:, u;) satisfies (2.17). Furthermore, 
u+ zzz (U:, u:) satisfies (2.17) with e = 0 for each v = (u, , vz) in H” such 
that v2 has bounded support in 0,. Finally, U+ satisfies the outgoing 
radiation condition (l.lf) and the essential interface condition (1. Id). 
Similar results hold with q replaced by S in (2.16) and E 1 0 replaced by 
& 1 0. 
The proof of Theorem 2.2 follows along the same lines as the 
corresponding result in [6, lo] for the exterior Helmholtz problem without 
interfaces. The essential interface condition (1. Id) follows from these 
arguments using the trace inequality, since (1. Id) holds for the pair of 
functions (uf, ui). The outgoing radiation condition (I.lf) satisfied by ut 
follows readily from (2.18) by taking the limit as E 1 0. Similarly, we may 
obtain the unique incoming solution u - by taking the limit of uE as E 1 0 
(with q replaced by 4). 
We shall state without proof of following additional regularity result for 
the solutions of (1.1) and (1.2). 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose that g = g’ = 0 and fi E H’-‘(Gj) for some 
integer I> 2 and j= 1,2. Let ut = (u:, UC) denote the weak outgoing 
solution of (1.1) given by Theorem 2.2. Then u: E HI@,), u: E Hf,,(Q,) 
and 
(2.20) 
j=l 
where Q; denotes an arbitrary bounded subset of 0, and the constant C 
depends on the diameter of Q;. Similarly, if u = (ul, uJ denotes the weak 
solution of (1.2) (again with g = g’ = 0), then u1 E HI@,), u2 E H’(@) and 
Furthermore, (2.20) and (2.21) hold when (1.1) and (1.2) are replaced by 
their adjoint problems. 
The proof of Corollary 2.1 follows using regularity theory for elliptic 
partial differential equations (see [ 16, Sect. 41). We also note that analogous 
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regularity results were proved for exterior interface problems in [ 13, 141 
using the theory of integral operators and in (21 using the theory of 
pseudodifferential operators. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose that u + = (u:, u:) satisfies (1.1) with g = g’ = 0 
and set U(x) = e- iKr~t (x). Then for r = 1x1 suflciently large and each multi- 
index a, we have 
(a) DaU(x) = JJTp=, atr-(“+ la’), 
(b) l~“u(x)l < Cr-(‘a’+‘) CT=, lIf;.ll~qni~ 
and 
(c) jfW/& + r-’ W4l< w3 CL llfjllL2(nj,. 
Analogous results hold if u- = (u;, UT) satisfies the adjoint problem to (1.1) 
and U(x) = eiKru;(x). 
The proof of Lemma 2.3 is essentially the same as that in [8, Lemma 2.21 
and hence will not be repeated. Finally we prove a mean-square error 
estimate for eR = (ef, et) = u ’ - uR, where U’ and uR satisfy (1.1) and 
(1.2), respectively. The proof is based on a duality argument combined with 
Lemma 2.3. We first define 
wR(x)- z+R-‘-iK u+(x) 
c 1 
for each x in rR . (2.22) 
Furthermore, if B denotes a fixed subset of p E ~2, U QF and $ E L2(RR), 
thendefineB,EBn~,,B,-Bnn~,g,-~I,,,~,=~/,:andletfdenote 
the function equal tof, in Q, and f, in Q;. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose that u+ = (UT, ul) satisJies (I.]), uR = (u,, u2) 
satisfies (1.2) and eR = (ef, ec) = (u: - u, , ut - u2). Let B denote a Jxed - 
bounded subset of 0, such that R, U supp(f) cz B. Then for R sufficiently 
large, we have 
IleR IILs(B) <CR -*l/f ll,.q,u 3 (2.23) 
where C is independent of R. 
Proof To begin with, we note that 
(2.24) 
409/91/2 13 
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It follows from Theorem 2.2 that there exists a unique incoming weak 
solution @ = (@i , @*) of the following exterior interface problem: 
(--d-G)@,=@, 
(-A - K*) Q2 = yj2/p” 
ina,, 
in Q,, 
on X& 
(2.25a: 
(2.25b) 
on r, (2.25d) 
(2.25e) 
and 
f3@2 
~+(r-‘+iK)@=o(r-I) as ~-+a, (2.25f) 
where /I” = /I/?‘. It follows from Corollary 2.1 that @, E H*(S2,) and 
Q2 E H&,(fi2). Using (I.ld), (l.le) and (1.2d), (1.2e), we see that 
and on r. (2.26) 
Combining (2.2), (2.3), (2.25), (2.26) and integration by parts we deduce 
I(eRy d>, I = I(ef, (-A - ~7) @An, + P(& (-A - KZP2L: I 
-fi?r*eR (f ) 1. fR-‘+iK @ds (2.27) 
It follows from the Schwartz inequality, (1.2f), (2.22), and Lemma 2.3(b) 
and (c) that 
G CK2 IlfllL~~B) llt%w * (2.28) 
We are left with estimating the last term in (2.27). 
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It follows from (l.l), (1.2), (2.22), and integration by parts that 
0 = Jo, eR(-d - q) eR dx + /3” jQR eR(-A - K2) eR dx 
2 
z ,f (~VeR12-qleR~z)dx+B.~Qx(IVeR[2-K2~eKj2)dx 
01 * 
We equate imaginary parts in this equation, apply Schwarz’ inequality and 
note that -1m Q > a > 0 to obtain 
ajo,/eR12dx+P’~K~~~IeR12ds 
<P” 4 eRwR ds rn G P” II eR IILzcrRj II wR ll,~,~. 
Since /I” > 0 and K > 0 we may combine this estimate with Lemma 2.3 to 
conclude that 
Finally we combine (2.24) with (2.27)-(2.29) to obtain (2.23). Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2.3 enables us to estimate the error due to the presence of the 
approximate outer boundary rR and approximate radiation boundary 
condition (1.2f). In the remainder of this paper we shall be concerned with 
approximating the solution of problem (1.2). 
3. THE LAGRANGE MULTIPLIER METHOD 
In order to approximately solve the variational formulation (2.4) of 
problem (1.2) it is necessary to explicitly impose the essential interface 
condition (1.2d) on functions in any approximating subspace of the energy 
space Hg. This is generally inconvenient or impossible in practical 
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situations. In this section we shall reformulate (2.4) using the Lagrangl 
multiplier method in order to circumvent this difficulty, 
Let us define the Hilbert space 
H-H’(q) x H’(q) x H”*(r). 
For each u=(U1,U2,a)EHand w=(w,,w~,/~)EH, we define 
and set I/ vllj, = (v, v),. N ow suppose that uR = (u,, u2) satisfies (1.2) wit1 
U, E H*(O,) and u2 E H2(Rt) and define 8= ~Yu,/&r’ on r. For simplicity 
from now on we shall omit the superscript R when referring to @Y, so tha 
R, will now denote the bounded set with outer boundary given by r, am 
inner boundary given by r. It is easily seen that u = (u, , u2, 0) E H and thl 
following equations are satisfied: 
a*(u,, VI> = (.I-,, VA, + (4 v,)J-, (3.la 
w2 3 u2) = (f2 3 v*hl* - ((0 + g’)/P’, VZ)T, (3.lb 
and 
cBu2 - UI 1 a>r = (A% a>,, (3.lc 
for each v = (v,, v2, a) E H, where a,( , ) and a2( , ) are defined by (2.2 
and (2.3). The Eqs. (3.1) form the basis of the Lagrange multiplier methoc 
we shall employ to approximate the solution of (1.2). 
In the remaining sections of this paper we shall approximate the solution 
of (3.1) using the finite element method and analyze the discretization error 
To this end, we shall require the following additional notation and results 
Suppose that J;. E H-‘(Qj) and aj E H-“‘(T), j = I, 2. We define the one 
parameter families of functions, ui(a,i), by means of the following equations: 
a,(ulh), vl> = Cf, y vJ + (a,) VI> for each v, E H’(R,) 
(3.2a 
and 
a2(u2(a2), v2> =(fi, v2) - ((a2 + g’>/P’~ v2h- for each v2 E HI@,). 
(3.2b 
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Hence we may represent the solution of (3.1) as (u,(0), u,(B), 0). It is clear 
using the definitions (2.2) and (2.3) and integration by parts that (3.2) 
corresponds to the weak formulation of the following boundary value 
problems: 
(-A - 41% = f, in Q,, 
au au, -J = 0 on aa and - 
an an+ 
=a, on r 
and 
(-d -K*)u, =f, in a,, 
au2 - = -(a2 + g’)//?’ on r 
an+ 
and 
(3.3a) 
(3.3b) 
$+(r’-iK)u,=O on r,. 
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that f;. E H”(Rj), g’ E H’(T), and aj E H’(T) with 
m > -1, I> - $, and j = 1,2. Then there exist unique weak solutions, u, and 
u2, of (3.3a) and (3.3b), respectively. Furthermore, the following estimates 
hold with 
and 
(3.4) 
(3.5a) 
IIUZIIH~R~) G C(ll.fIIff~~*,~ + II% + g’ IlffV~)~ (3.5b) 
Analogous results hold for the adjoint boundary value problems to those in 
(3.3). 
Proof: In view of the theory of elliptic boundary value problems, [ 121, it 
suffices to prove uniqueness. Uniqueness, for problem (3.3b) follows using 
the argument in [8, Lemma 3.11 and uniqueness for (3.3a) follows 
analogously. Q.E.D. 
Finally, we state without proof Lemma 3.2. The proof is the same as that 
in 17, Lemma 51. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose that u, and u2 satisfy (3.3a) and (3.3b), respec- 
tively, with f, = fi = g’ = 0. Then 
II ajllH- iiz(r) < c II UjllHl(CIi) 3 j= 1, 2. (3.6) 
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4. THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD 
We first introduce the finite dimensional subspaces of H we shall use to 
approximate the solution of problem (3.1). We define three one-parameter 
families of finite dimensional subspaces, Shj c H’(Qj) and Shl. c H”*(Z), 
where hi and h, E (0, 11, j = 1, 2. We assume that the following approx- 
imation assumptions hold: 
(Al) There exist integers tj > 2 and a constant C such that for each ui 
in H’j(Qj) and I> 1, we have 
where Zj=min(tj- 1, I- l), j= 1,2. 
(A2) There exists a t, > 4 and constant C such that for each v,. in 
HS(T) and s > 4, we have 
where 1, = min(t, + 4, s + f). 
We shall also require the following “inverse assumption” for the spaces 
ShF,hrE (0, 11: 
(A3) There exists a constant C such that for each w in Shl, we have 
II WII HIlqr) < Ch,’ lI4lH~l~qr). 
Approximation and inverse assumption such as (Al )-(A3) hold for 
typical finite element spaces employed in practice. Such spaces, Sh’, are 
often constructed using sufficiently smooth piecewise polynomials in a 
suitable coordinate system defined with respect to a prescribed partitioning 
of the domain into simple subsets of diameter not greater than h’. For a 
detailed discussion of the finite element method in connection with elliptic 
boundary value problems as well as various examples, see [S]. In the 
remainder of this section we shall describe the finite element method for 
approximately solving (3.1) using the family of subspaces Sh c H, given by 
Sh e s”1 x Sh2 x Shr, where h-(h,,h,,h,)E(O, II3 and lhlr 
max(h,, h,, W. 
In accordance with (3.1), we define our approximate solution uh = 
h, h, (ul ‘U2’ 1!9”r) E Sh as the solution of 
a&:‘, Q> = (j-1 1 Vf’)Q, + (ehr, uI(& (4.la) 
a*(42, Q) = (fi, u:2)*2 - ((Bhr + g’>/P’, Q)f-, (4.lb) 
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and 
(pu;, - q, ah$ = (g, ah%, (4.lc) 
for each uh = (u:I, ut2, ah,) E Sh. Equations (4.1) constitute our Lagrange 
multiplier finite element method for treating the interface problem (1.2). We 
may generalize the Lagrange multiplier method (4.1) as follows. Set Nhf = 
dim(Shr) and let et’, et“,..., ezh,, denote a basis for the space Shl. Hence 
(4. Ic) may be expressed as the following system of equations: 
~,;@4:~ - z(I) = lj’“( g), j = 1, 2 ,..., Nhf, 
where the linear functionals 1: and I/” are defined by 
(4. lc’) 
I)(a) = l;“(a) = (a, e:J.),, j = 1. 2 ,..., Nhl. (4.2) 
Our generalization of (4.laF(4.lc) now consists of replacing (4.1~) by 
(4. lc’), where the linear functionals 1; and fjh are not necessarily given by 
(4.2). The main requirement is that 1; and !:” be such that (‘j?u:? - u:‘, 
ahi)-(g,ahr)+O as h, + 0. To be precise, we assume that there exist 
quantities 6(u; h) and 6,(u; h) such that 6 = 6, = 0 whenever U, and u2 
vanish everywhere, 6, and 6, + 0 as 1 hi + 0 and 
I@;, - u;I - g, ahI >I < @u; A) I/ah! II,, I 2cr,. (4.3a) 
and 
Iglu;~ - z.+ - g, ahI,) < J,(u; A) Ilahr 11,,1.2~,~,~ (4.3b) 
for each ahI in Shr. Some applications of this generalization will be indicated 
in the next section. 
We close this section by discretizing the boundary value problems in (3.3) 
using the finite element method and establishing the well-posedness of the 
discretized problems. Let u:j(aj) satisfy the following equations for arbitrary 
aj in H -1/z(lJ j= 1, 2: 
~,<~fYa,), u:‘> = (f, 3 4’h, + Gb 4% for each u:’ in Shl 
(4.4a) 
and 
for each ut2 in Sh2. 
(4.4b) 
In view of approximation assumption (Al), we see that (4.4) approximates 
the weak formulation (3.2) of problem (3.3) as h, and h, + 0. Furthermore, 
we may now represent the solution of (4.1) as (u:‘(f?“r), u:‘(B~~), shv). 
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LEMMA 4.1. Suppose that assumptions (Al) and (A2) hold as well as 
the hypotheses of Lemma 3.1. Also suppose that u,(u,) and uz(az) satisfy 
(3.2a) and (3.2b), respectively. Then for h, and h, suflciently small, there 
exist unique solutions, ~:‘(a,) in Shl and ui2(aJ in Sh2, of4.4a) and (4.4b), 
respectively. Furthermore, the following estimates hold for j = 1, 2: 
and (4.5) 
for each integer s’ E (1, sj, where s is defined in (3.4) and s/ = min(ti - 1, 
s’ - 1). 
The proof of Lemma 4.1 follows using standard duality arguments from 
finite element theory (see, e.g., [ 171). 
5. ERROR ESTIMATES 
In this section we establish the well-posedness of problem (4.la), (4.lb), 
and (4.1~‘) as well as estimates for the error due to the finite element 
discretization. Recall that the functionals lj” and 1;” are such that any 
solution satisfies (4.3). 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose that u = (u, , uz ,8) E H and satisfies problem 
(3.1) and uj E H’(Gj) with j= 1, 2 and I> 2. Suppose also that thefamily of 
spaces Sh = Shl X Sh2 x Shj. satisfies assumptions (Al)-(A3) of Section 4 
for h = (h,, h,, h,) E (0, 113. Then there exists an E, > 0 sufficiently small 
such that tf 
lhlG&o and max hjhr’ < sO, (5.1) 
j= 1.2 
then there exists a unique solution uh = (ufl, u:*, ehr) E Sh of (4.la), (4.lb), 
and (4.1~‘). Furthermore we have 
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where !i = min(tj - 1, l- l), j = 1, 2, and I, = min(t, + 4, I - 1) and 
+ (h, + h,) IId- BhqN-l,*(r) + SI(Y h) . 
1 
(5.3) 
The constants C in (5.2) and (5.3) and E, in (5.1) depend on R and K. 
We shall prove Theorem 5.1 in the Appendix. Note that when the 
functionals Zj” and fjlh in (4.1~‘) are given by (4.2), then 6 = 6, = 0 and the 
error estimates of Theorem 5.1 are optimal in the sense of approximation 
theory. There are, however, many practical instances for which this is not 
true, so that 6 and 6, may be nonzero and the error estimates may be subop- 
timal. This may occur when the integrals on the right side of (4.2) are 
replaced by numerical quadrature or when equations (4.1~) are approx- 
imated, e.g., by equating the point values of /?ui2 - u:I and g at a set of inter- 
polation points on or near the surface ZY These and other applications will be 
treated in detail by the author elsewhere, where it will be shown that optimal 
estimates still hold provided the perturbation is sufficiently small. 
We next consider the solution U+ = (u: , u:) of problem (1.1). Combining 
Theorem 2.3 with Theorem 5.1, Corollary 2.1, and the following trace ine- 
quality: 
we immediately obtain 
COROLLARY 5.1. Suppose that the hypotheses of Theorems 2.3 and 5.1 
hold and ut satisfies (1.1). There exists an E, > 0 such that if (5.1) holds, 
then for an arbitrary fixed, bounded subset B c OR, we have 
+ GR-* ? Ilf;.ll,.~~~~~~ (5.4) j= I
whereI’=min(l,tj,t,+~)andBj=BnQj, j=l,2. 
Remark 5.1. In [8] it was shown that optimal error estimates hold for 
the exterior Helmholtz problem when the mesh is graded in such a way that 
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the element mesh sizes are larger for elements further away from the origin. 
Hence the number of elements and consequently the number of linear 
equations to be solved is greatly reduced. The main requirement is that the 
number of wavelengths per element not be too large. For a description of 
numerical results obtained by applying this method to the exterior Helmholtz 
and Laplace equations, see [ Ill. It may be seen by combining the argumenrs 
of [8] and the present paper that results analogous to Theorem 5.1 and 
Corollary 5.1 hold when the mesh is graded as in [ 8 1. 
Remark 5.2. The estimates in Theorem 5.1 and Corollary 5.1 may be 
generalized in a number of ways. First of all, the L* norm on the left side of 
(5.4) may be replaced by H’ and L” norms provided the right side of (5.4) 
is appropriately modified. The results depend on certain interior error 
estimates for the finite element method analogous to those proved in 115, 
181. See [ 81 for a detailed discussion of the application of interior estimates 
to the exterior Helmholtz problem. Also. our results and arguments may be 
extended to the case of variable coefftcients (that vanish near infinity) and 
more general interface and boundary conditions. Finally we note that the far 
field approximation may be expressed in terms of the approximate solution 
near r using integration by parts and the fundamental solution for the 
Helmholtz equation (see 18, Sect. 61). 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF THEOREM 5.1 
First, we show that the existence and uniqueness of uh = (u:‘, u:‘, 19~1) in
Sh satisfying (4.la), (4.lb), and (4.1~‘) follows from estimate (5.2). To see 
this, suppose that u = (u, , ZQ, 0) E H and satisfies (3.1) with f, , f,, g and 
g’ = 0. It is clear that (u, , UJ E Hi and satisfies (2.4) with zero data. Hence 
it follows from Theorem 2.1 that u,, U, and 0 are zero. Thus (5.2) implies 
that u:l, ui2 and Bhr are zero (since 6(0; h) = 6,(0; h) = 0 by assumption). 
We thus conclude from linearity that there exists at most a unique solution 
of problem (4.la), (4.lb), and (4.1~‘) on Sh = Shl x Sh2 x Shl,. Since Sh is 
finite dimensional, we also deduce the existence of uh. 
Hence it sufftces to prove (5.2) and then (5.3) assuming that U* = 
(UfI, u;z, e”q exists. Recall that u:~ = up(Bhr), uj = uj(Q j = 1, 2, and 
p” =/3/Y > 0. Apply (2.2), (2.3), and the triangle inequality to obtain 
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Suppose that ah, E Shr. It follows from Lemma 3.1 that there exist unique 
solutions uj(ohr) and nj(ehr), j= 1, 2, of problems (3.2). We next wish to 
prove the following estimate: 
(A.21 
To begin with, note that for j = 1, 2, we have 
uj(u,j - uf’, ui - u;q = u,i(ui - q(ah$ uj - z+) 
+ aj(Ui(ah’) - q(e*‘), ui - UT’) 
+ q(u;(e*q - up. ui - up,. (A.3) 
Consider the second term on the right and apply (3.lc), (3.2), (4.3a), (4.4) 
and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to obtain for arbitrary E > 0: 
~a,(u,(a*q - u,(Bhr), u, - 24;y +p”a2(u2(ahr) - u,@?*q, u, - u;q 
= I@ 4 _ gv, u, - ~(1)~ - P(a”I’ - e*f; u2 - 2&l 
= I(ahr - e*r, U, - pu,), - (ahr - e*r, $1 - j32d$l 
< 4~; h) IIe*r - ahrIIH-llzo, 
GC~(U;~)~+EI~C)- ahrIl~,-I~~(r) + Elie - e*rii:;-,, z(r). (A-4) 
Consider the first term on the right side of (A.3) and apply (2.2), (2.3), 
(3.2), the Schwarz inequality, the trace inequality, Lemma 3.1, and the 
arithmetic-geometric mean inequality to deduce for j = 1, 2, and arbitrary 
E > 0: 
I Uj(Uj - Uj(a”‘), Uj - Uli)l 
We may estimate the last term in (A.3) again using (2.2), (2.3), the 
Schwartz inequality, the trace inequality, and the arithmetic-geometric mean 
inequality to obtain for j = 1, 2, and arbitrary E > 0: 
I aj(uj(e*r) - U? u. - +)I 
J’ J 
G & II uj - u~lli/l(ll,) + c /I Uj(ehr) - u~llti(*,)* (‘4.6) 
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Using Lemma 3.2, we see that 
IlO- ehrIl; -1:2(r) < c Ilu, - Mhr)ll&2,, 
< C(llu, - qll;:Icn,, + lb: - ~1(~“W~,~~,,> (A.71 
Furthermore, it follows from Lion’s lemma that 
II% - u;2112z(r,) < & IIu, - gllilcn,, + c II u2 - ~:21/:w~, 64.8) 
for arbitrary E > 0. Finally, we combine (A.l) with (A.3F(A.8) and choose 
E > 0 sufficiently small to obtain (A.2). 
We next consider the last term in (A.2): 
Note that u?(S) exists for hj suffkiently small by Lemma 4.1. We now wish 
to prove the following estimate: 
2 {II uj(ehr) - uj - (u? - u;‘(e))lI:;qn,, + IIu.j - u;‘m,l(,i, 1 
j=l 
+ h;* lie - ahq;-1,2crj + h;* 110 - ehrli;-L,2crl 4 
for arbitrary oh, in Shr. 
Applying (2.9, (W, and Lion’s lemma, we obtain 
(A.lO) 
< c 2 aj(uj(ehr) - 2ij - (UP - +(e)), u,i(ehl ) 
j= 1 
- uj - (2dJi - uJj(e))) 
+ c 12 aj(uj - Q(e), uj - u:w) / 
I j=l I 
+ c $ ~ljuj(ehr) - uj - (u? - 2&e))ll&,, 
j= I 
(A.1 1) 
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It follows from Lemma 4.1 that the last term in (A.1 1) is estimated by 
Combine this estimate with (A. 11) and choose h, and h, suffkiently small to 
deduce 
< c 
il 
f uj(uj(eh’) - uj - (UJi - u:‘(8)), uj(e”q 
j= 1 
- uj - (IL? - up))) 
+ 2 aj(uj - ui”j(e), uj - tQ(e)) 
I) 
. (A.12) 
j=l 
Consider the last term in (A.12) and combine (2.2), (2.3), (3.1), (4.4), the 
Schwarz inequality, the trace inequality, and the arithmetic-geometric mean 
inequality to obtain for each E > 0 and u: in Shj, j = 1,2, 
I aj(uj - +(e), Uj - ujh’(e))l 
= 1 Uj(Uj - u?(e), uj - up,1 
< C II uj - ufj(B)ll,l(Q,) II uj - UJillH1tRj) 
< c II uj - ~~ll~~tn,) + 6 II uj - +(aiI(,,i, e 
We now apply assumption (Al) of Section 4 to see that 
1 quj - 2.+(e), uj - +(e))l 
< Chf’j 11 Ujllil(Qj) f & II uj - u:j(e)l~~i,Qj)3 j= 1,2. (A.13) 
Similarly, we deduce for j = 1, 2, 
1 uj(uj(ehr) - uj - (uJ’ - $qe)), uj(Ohr) - uj - (~9 - +(e)))i 
< Ch3 llUj(ehr) - Ujll~~(Rj) 
+ c (I uj(ehl) - Uj - (Ujhi - U~(~>)ll~~cn,, . (A.14) 
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Combine (A.12~(A.14) and choose E > 0 suffkiently small to conclude 
that 
Consider the last term in (A.15). It follows from Lemma 3.1, the triangle 
inequality and the inverse assumption (A3) that for each ah, in Shl. and 
j= 1,2, we have 
Estimate (A.lO) now follows from (A.15) and (A.16). 
We next combine (A.2), (A.9), and (A.lO) and employ assumption (A2) 
to approximate B by a suitable czhr in H”‘(T) and H-“‘(T) simultaneously. 
Hence 
+ i II uj - u~ll:*(Llj,). j=l 
(A.17) 
Finally, we shall use a duality argument to prove the following estimate for 
the last term in (A.17): 
(A.18) 
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To begin with, it follows from the definition of the Lz norm that 
sup 
OEC~(R,) 
(A.19) 
Set #j = 4 IR ,, j = 1, 2. In view of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1, there exists 
a unique soktion, @ = (@, , @*), of the following problem: 
c--d -a@, = $4 inR,, 
(-A - K2)QZ = &/fit in Q,, 
(A.20a) 
(A.20b) 
on r, (A.20d) 
(A.20e) 
and 
a@2 ,-+(R-‘+iK)@*=O onr,, (A.20f) 
where Qj E H2(nj), j = 1, 2, and j?’ = /@I’. Furthermore, we see from 
Corollary 2.1 that 
i II@4 J /f*(*.) < c i I14jlIL2(Ri) = CI1411L~~R,)~ (A.21) j=l I j= L 
where C is independent of Q (but will in general depend on K and R). 
We now employ (2.2), (2.3), (A.20) and integration by parts to see that 
lb, - u:lY QJn, + (4 - a 4214 
= ,(u, - u;‘, (-A - 4) @Jo, + P”(u, - u;‘, (-A - K2) @z)n,l 
= a,(u, - uy, @I) + p”a,(u, - ui2, @2) 
(A.22) 
Consider the last two terms on the right. Using (A.20e), we have 
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Hence 
- r(ul-u:‘)~ds+p”~r(u2-u:~)~ds f 
=- 4 r (u, -pu, - (u;’ - Pu;‘)) $$ ds. (A.23) 
It follows from (3.1~) and (4.3b) that for each ah,- in snr, we have 
(24, - pi, - (24:I- Pu:‘)) ahr ds G 6,(~; h) II ahrllH1,2(r). (~24) 
In accordance with assumption (A2), we choose ah, in Shr to approximate 
aqan + in H-“‘(T) and Hlf2(T) simultaneously. Combining (A.23), 
(A-24), assumption (A2), the triangle inequality, the Schwarz inequality, and 
the trace inequality, we deduce 
)/I a@l h, an+-” II ff-liz(r) 
G c II @IlHW, (A.25) 
We next consider the first two terms on the right side of (A.22), 
a,&, - q, @I> + P”U& - u:z, @*> 
= al(ul - ufl, Q1 - Xhl) + p”u*(u* - u;2, @* - Xh,) 
+ a,&, - q, Xhl) + pNa*(U* - Q, x”‘) (A.26) 
for each ~~1 in Shl and xh2 in Sh2. A pplying (3. la), (3.lb), and (4. la), (4.lb), 
we readily obtain 
Ul(14, - u’fl, X”l> + pa&* - q, Xh2) 
= (e - ehr, Xhqr - (e - ehr, px*+ 
= (0 - Ohr, Xh’ - @,)r - (6 - Ohr, /3Xh2 - @l)r * (A.27) 
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It follows from assumption (Al) and the trace inequality that there exist 
functions xhj in Shj such that 
II @j - Xh’llHl(fJj) + II *j - XhillIll/2(r) 
<cll@jpiXxhjll Hl(Qj) GChj II @jllH2(Dj)’ j= 1, 2. (A.28) 
Since @, =/I@* on r by (A.20d), we see from (A.28) that 
II @I - PXhh2(n = llP% - P~~%iw~ G WI @A,w,~. 64.29) 
Applying (2.2), (2.3), (A.26t(A.29), the Schwarz inequality and the trace 
inequality, we obtain 
la,@, -Q, @I> + P’a*(uz - u:‘, @*>I 
We may now combine (A.21), (A.22), (A.25), and (A.30) to deduce 
I&, - 4’, h)n, + (4 -e, 4>n*l 
+ (h, + h,) II 0 - Ohi IIf, I!?(,‘) . (A.3 1) 
Estimate (A. 18) is an immediate consequence of (A. 19) and (A.3 1). Finally, 
we combine (A.17) with (A.18) and choose c0 sufficiently small in (5.1) to 
conclude that (5.2) and (5.3) hold. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
Q.E.D. 
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